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“CAN YOU NOT A FEW WORDS OF GERMAN?” (1870; The Adventures of Harry Richmond) – Modals and their Complements – Annemarie van Dooren, Utrecht University 1. Background: Deontic modal verbs do not assign argument structure while dynamic modal verbs do (Brennan 1993, Bhatt 1999, Wurmbrand 1999, Eide 2005). A basic test to distinguish deontics, which express the notions of obligation or permission, from dynamics, which express an internal force of the subject such as volitionality or ability, is the availability of expletive subjects: Deontic modal verbs (1) allow expletive subjects, while dynamic modal verbs do not (2). This shows that only dynamics assign an agent theta role to their subject. (1) There may be singing but no dancing on my premises. Wurmbrand 1999 (2) *Det vil komme en mann hit i morgen. Eide 2005:177 there will come a man here in morning ‘There wants to come a man here tomorrow.’ 2. Claim: The distribution of complements further distinguishes deontic from dynamic modal verbs. Deontic modals do not assign agent theta roles and as such can only combine with clauses out of which a subject with an already assigned theta role can raise, which clauses are Small Clauses (SCs) and Verbal Phrases (VPs). Dynamic modals assign theta roles and as such can select for different types of complements (Grimshaw 1979, Chomsky 1986). 3. Synchronic support: A survey among native speakers of 16 European languages shows that dynamic and deontic modals can in all languages combine with a VP (table 1). Moreover, both dynamic and deontic modals can in 8 languages (plus 2 Slavic languages (Marušič and Žaucer 2005)) combine with Prepositional Phrases (PPs), Particle Phrases (PartPs), and Adjectival Phrases (APs). Since these complements are structured as either SC predicates (3a) (Barbiers 1995) or full VPs (3b) (Van Riemsdijk 2002), they are compatible with our claim. (3) Jan moet naar huis. Dutch a. [TP Jan moet [SC Jan naar huis]] Jan must to house b. [TP Jan moet [vP Jan [VP [naar huis] GO]]] ‘John must go home.’ The presence of dynamic modal verbs with PPs, PartPs, and APs is not a problem for the main claim if the second theta role is assigned to PRO, in which case we have to follow Landau (1999) and allow PRO to be governed (see Wurmbrand 1999 on dynamics as control verbs). Dynamic modal verbs can in 12 languages combine with Nominal Phrases (NPs) and Sentential Phrases (CPs); for instance in Italian (4)-(5). The absence of these structures in at least some languages is due to diachronic change (see below). (4) Voglio una auto. Italian (5) Voglio che tu mi dica la verità. want-1.SG a car ‘I want a car.’



want-1.SG that you me say-INF the truth ‘I want you to tell me the truth’



Deontic modal verbs cannot combine with NPs and CPs; three alleged counterexamples need to be reanalyzed as involving VPs with a silent infinitive. For Afrikaans, Biberauer & Oosthuizen (2011) claim that in sentences like (6) a silent infinitive MAKE is present (7). They support their claim with the fact that in these sentences the complementizer dat ‘that’ is obligatorily overt, which contrasts with sentential complements of other verbs. (6) Ek moet dat Wanda die boeke bestel. (7) Ek moet MAAK dat Wanda die boeke bestel. I must that Wanda the books order I must make that Wanda the books order ‘I must organize that Wanda orders the books. An underlying silent infinitive is compatible with the claim that deontic modal verbs do not assign argument structure, as it is this phonetically empty lexical verb that identifies the subject as the agent. We claim that this line of thought accounts for the two other exceptions as well: In Dutch and Frisian, deontics combined with NPs (8) are in fact combined with VPs in which the infinitive HAVE is silent (9). In contrast to what Barbiers (1995:155) claims, the relevant sentences are all compatible with the semantics of have. What is more, the neuter 1



pronoun dat ‘that’ can refer to the complement when it is left dislocated (10); this pronoun cannot refer to masculine/feminine NPs in Dutch (11a) but it can refer to VPs (11b) (Van Riemsdijk 2002). Further support comes from ambiguity effects of temporal adverbs. (8) Jan mag van mij een koekje. (9) Jan mag van mij een koekje HEBBEN. Jan may from me a cookie Jan may from me a cookie have ‘John is allowed to have a cookie.’ (10) Een bril, die/ dat hoeft Jan niet van mij. a glasses that-M./F. that-N. needs Jan not from me ‘I don’t oblige John to wear glasses.’ (11) a. Een bril, die/ *dat zoekt Jan niet. b. Naar huis gaan, dat hoeft Jan niet. a glasses that-M.F. that-N. seeks Jan not to house go that needs Jan not ‘John does not seek glasses.’ ‘John is not obliged to go home.’ 4. Diachronic support: Further support for the claim that the complementation pattern of modals is an indication for the presence of argument structure comes from Old English: By means of a corpus study it is shown that the preterite-present verbs when combined with NP and CP complements (Lightfoot 1979, Roberts 1985, 1993) always have a dynamic interpretation (Visser 1963-1973: §548-§572), such as willan ‘to want’ in (12). The preteritepresents when combined with PP and PartP complements, like motan ‘must’ in (13), do not seem to have this restriction as they can have an interpretation of obligation or permission. (12) hwile þe God wille đæt đeara ænig sie þe londes weorđe sie 800; Charters and Wills while the God will that there any is who land-GEN worth is ‘while God wants that there is someone who is worthy of the land.’ (13) ġif hi motan to helle. 1150-1250; Lambeth Homilies if they must to hell ‘if they must go to hell.’ Group 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Table 1: Non-verbal complements of modal verbs in 16 European languages Language VP NP CP SC Romanian, Irish, Scottish Gaelic, dynamic + English deontic + Icelandic, French, Italian, Welsh dynamic + + + deontic + German, Luxembourgish, Swiss dynamic + + + + German, Danish, Norwegian, deontic + + Dutch, Frisian dynamic + + + + deontic + + + Afrikaans dynamic + + + + deontic + + +



6. References: Barbiers, Sjef. 1995. The syntax of interpretation. Ph.D. Dissertation Universiteit Leiden. – Bhatt, Rajesh. 1999. Covert modality in non-finite contexts. Ph.D. Dissertation University of Pennsylvania. – Biberauer, Theresa & Johan Oosthuizen. More unbearably light elements? Silent verbs demanding overt complementizers in Afrikaans. Snippets 24, 5-6. – Brennan, Virginia. 1993. Root and epistemic modal auxiliary verbs. Ph.D. Dissertation University of Massachusetts Amherst. – Chomsky, Noam. 1965. Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. MIT Press. – Eide, Kristin. 2005. Norwegian Modals. Mouton de Gruyter. – Grimshaw, Jane. 1979. Complement selection and the lexicon. Linguistic Inquiry 10, 279-326. – Landau, Idan. 1999. Elements of Control: Structure and Meaning in Infinitival Constructions. Ph.D. Dissertation MIT. – Lightfoot, David. 1979. Principles of Diachronic Syntax. Cambridge University Press. – Marušič, Franc & Rok Žaucer. 2005. A case for phonologically null lexical verbs. Console XIII, University of Tromsø. – Riemsdijk, Henk van. 2002. The unbearable lightness of GOing. The projection parameter as a pure parameter governing the distribution of elliptic motion verbs in Germanic. Journal of Comparative Germanic Linguistics 5, 143–196. – Roberts, Ian. 1985. Agreement Parameters and the Development of English Modal Auxiliaries. Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 3, 21-58. – Roberts, Ian. 1993. Verbs and Diachronic Syntax. Kluwer. – Visser, Frederik. 1963-1973. An Historical Syntax of the English Language. Brill. – Wurmbrand, Susi. 1999. Modal verbs must be raising verbs. West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics 18, 599-612.
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